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Klein Tools® Introduces Bucket Work Center, Customizable Storage and Organization
Solution for Linemen
Sep. 21, 2022 (Lincolnshire, Ill.) – Klein Tools (www.kleintools.com), for professionals since 1857,
introduces the Bucket Work Center, a completely customizable ecosystem that will revamp the way that
linemen work.

Bucket Work Center
Hard Tool Storage Module,
S-Hook
(Cat No. BC501S)

•
•
•

Auger Bit Storage Module,
S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC507S)

•

Tool Apron Storage Module,
S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC502S)

•

•

•

Socket Storage Module, S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC509S)

•
•

18 compartments hold a
wide variety of lineman
tools
Rare-earth magnets to hold
hardware and small tools
Rubber flaps to hold tools
during transit

2 slots that fit 12’’, 18’’ and
24’’ bits
Auger bit holder wont melt
or dull tips

12 compartments hold a
wide variety of lineman
tools
Innovative design intended
to be more durable than
tool aprons

Fits a range of socket sizes
from 3/8’’ to 1-1/8’’
Magnets to keep sockets in
place during transit
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Utility Bar Storage Module,
S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC508S)

•

Holds lineman tools
including hammers, straps
and ropes

Magnetic Tool Storage Module,
S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC504S)

•

Rare-earth magnetic plates
hold hand tools, sockets,
bits and small parts
Strong enough to hold
lineman’s pliers

•

2’’ Utility Bucket S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC311)

•
•

3’’ Utility Bucket S-Hook
(Cat. No. BC312)

•
•

Attaches to a 2’’ bucket lip
and holds all S-Hook
Modules
Designed for optimized fit
with S-Hook Modules
Attaches to a 3’’ bucket lip
and holds all S-Hook
Modules
Designed for optimized fit
with S-Hook Modules

“In the same way that other professionals have an office to hold all the supplies needed to do their job, Klein
looked to create that for a lineman’s needs,” says Pierre Perez, associate director of product management at
Klein Tools. “When designing the Bucket Work Center, our goal was to build a system that gave linemen tool
storage and organization solutions for their bucket that were practical, durable and strong enough to hold all the
tools that they use daily. The S-Hook System easily attaches to aerial buckets with a standard 2’’ or 3’’ bucket
lip, making putting the system to use simple and quick. Klein’s Bucket Work System is the first of its kind, the
only aerial bucket solution that lets you customize how you store your tools in ‘The Lineman’s Office.’ ”
For more information, visit www.kleintools.com/new-products or search for #NewKleins on social media.
About Klein Tools
Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated company, has been designing, developing and
manufacturing premium-quality, professional-grade hand tools. The majority of Klein tools are manufactured in
plants throughout the United States and are the No. 1 choice among professional electricians and other
tradespeople. For more information, visit www.kleintools.com.
Klein is a registered trademark of Klein Tools, Inc.
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